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Abstract: Collaborative dispute resolution is essential in natural resource management in the process
of negotiating solutions to environmental issues. Our study aims to look at the factors which appear to
contribute to the effectiveness of collaborative problem-solving efforts in case studies of environmental
conflicts in Romania. The selected case studies illustrate conflicts over the management of natural
resources, human-wildlife conflicts, as well as conflicts between development and conservation.
A framework for collaborative governance and the multi-value qualitative comparative analysis
(mvQCA) method are used to assess and compare 27 case studies in order to identify the factors
that bring about success in the resolution of the conflicts in question. Our results indicate that a
combination of different characteristics of shared motivation and joint action is sufficient for reaching
agreement on the contested issues. However, most of the agreements are not stable due to political
and administrative reasons. This study discusses the opportunities and constraints under which
collaborative efforts unfold in the case studies. It could also help managers to enhance collaboration
in the resolution process for environmental conflicts in the future.
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1. Introduction

Natural resources are common pool resources, and their management is a problem of collective
action [1]. Furthermore, their availability is limited, which can contribute to management problems and
conflicts [2]. More and more emphasis is placed on co-management to increase equity, improve
the protection of natural resources, reduce conflicts, and achieve more inclusive decisions [3].
For example, the planning field has dramatically changed in recent decades towards a more collaborative
approach [4–6], focused on actors’ engagement, in order to improve the efficiency of the planning and
conflict resolution process [7,8].

Collaboration has become a vital prerequisite for success in natural resource management
disputes [9–11], as it facilitates sustainable environmental outcomes [3,12]. Collaboration can also
improve personal relationships between parties, smooth the way for conflict resolution, and increase the
quality of solutions, so that they are more likely to be implemented [13,14]. Furthermore, the emergence
of environmental NGOs all over the world, as well as the establishment of public-private partnerships
of various kinds, has led to the search for more effective forms of collaborative problem-solving to
support the resolution of environmental disputes [9].
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However, there are also barriers to effective collaboration. People tend to stereotype others
who have different interests. This, in turn, may threaten their ability to find common ground [9].
Relationships among stakeholders can be further jeopardized by political power imbalances, which
may result in impeding their direct interaction. When collaboration is voluntary, the most powerful
actors could decide not to participate, since they believe they can probably achieve their desired
outcomes in any case (or so they think). Although collaboration promotes the interests of minority
stakeholders, it tends to level power relations when the group operates by consensus [15]. When
collaboration operates on an ad hoc basis, it often fails to clarify the ground rules, roles, and benefits
for participants or other protocols and opportunities for shared learning [16]. Collaborative processes
may be demanding in terms of time [17] and their effectiveness might only appear over time, when
“on-the-ground” results from negotiation and cooperation are achieved and adaptive responses are
experienced [18].

Even as the push for collaborative conflict resolution spreads, with many hundreds of published
case studies available that illustrate collaborative efforts in resolving environmental conflicts [9,14,17,19],
it remains unclear what accounts for the success or failure of collaborative efforts [20].

In previous studies, we explored what contributes to the successful resolution of land use conflicts
and what prevents stakeholders from participating in local decision-making [21,22]. We concluded that
the best uses of land are more likely to be achieved when parties work together. Furthermore, in a recent
study [23], we looked at the drivers likely to initiate collaboration in case studies of environmental
conflicts using the first dimension of Emerson et al.’s [24] theoretical framework for collaborative
governance (specifically the drivers of collaboration, Figure 1). This study constitutes a continuation
of this work, aiming to explore the second dimension of the aforementioned theoretical framework
(specifically, the dynamics of collaboration that determine its effectiveness, Figure 1). Specifically,
Romanian case studies of environmental conflicts are analyzed (Table 1) in order the determine the
factors behind the effectiveness of collaboration in environment-related disputes.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the selected cases.

Cases * Conflict Type Location

Case 1

Human–wildlife conflicts

Vrancea, Covasna, and Harghita Counties

Case 2 Oltul Superior and Raul Negru Natura 2000 sites,
Covasna and Brasov Counties

Case 3 Iron Gates Natural Park, Caras Severin and Mehedinti
Counties

Case 4 Feldioara Municipality, Brasov County

Case 5 Harghita County

Case 6

Forest exploitation-related
conflicts

Putna-Vrancea Natural Park, Vrancea County
Case 7

Case 8 Semenic-Cheile Carasului Natural Park, Caras-Severin
county

Case 9

Transportation-related conflicts

Gradistea-Caldarusani-Dridu Natura 2000 site, Ilfov
County

Case 10 Fegernic Meadow, Bihor County

Case 11 Pitesti-Sibiu highway, Sibiu, Valcea, and Arges Counties

Case 12 Human pressures on protected
areas

Lower Siret Meadow and the overlapping protected
areas, Braila, Galati, and Vrancea Counties

Case 13

Investments in protected areas

Iron Gates Natural Park, Caras Severin and Mehedinti
Counties

Case 14 Defileul Jiului National Park, Gorj County

Case 15 Fagaras Mountains, Sibiu County

Case 16 Hat,eg Country Dinosaurs Geopark, Hunedoara County

Case 17 Human interventions in protected
areas

Nerei Valley, Caras-Severin County

Case 18 Ceahlau National Park, Neamt County

Case 19

Built-up zones in protected areas

Iron Gates Natural Park, Caras Severin and Mehedinti
Counties

Case 20 Putna-Vrancea Natural Park, Vrancea County
Case 21

Case 22 Iron Gates Natural Park, Caras Severin and Mehedinti
Counties

Case 23 Mining-industry related conflicts City of Moldova Noua, Caras-Severin County

Case 24 Lower Siret Meadow Natura 2000 site, Braila, Galati, and
Vrancea Counties

Case 25

Human pressures in protected
areas

Piatra Craiului National Park, Arges and Brasov
Counties

Case 26 Danube Delta Biosphere Reservation, Tulcea, Constanta,
and Galati Counties

Case 27 Lake Petea Natura 2000 site, Bihor County

* See Table S1 for summary descriptions of the cases.

According to Emerson et al.’s [24] framework for collaborative governance (Figure 1), the
effectiveness of collaborative activities depends largely on the interaction between principled
engagement, shared motivation, and joint action.

The framework has been built, based on literature from different domains (i.e., planning, conflict
management, and environmental governance) and empirical studies (i.e., [13,25–29]). It is thus suited to
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an empirical evaluation of case studies. Furthermore, it enables comparative analyses of collaborative
efforts in the resolution of environmental conflicts and is especially useful for testing theories based on
the propositions that the authors derive from it [24]. Emerson et al. (2012) describe causal pathways
linking the elements in the framework and advocate for more research in order to establish how these
elements relate to each other. Therefore, we considered the three elements of collaboration dynamics
(Figure 1) as factors and used mvQCA to perform a systematic analysis of the influence of these factors
on the quality and the extent of collaboration in cases of environmental conflicts in Romania.

Each of the three factors essential for effective collaboration (principled engagement, shared
motivation, and joint action) consists of four concepts.

Principled engagement refers to the ability of the involved actors to identify relevant information
about the contested issues. It consists of discovery (parties engage in joint fact-finding activities and
analytic investigations), definition (parties define common goals regarding the problem at hand),
deliberation (parties have a fair and civil dialogue during deliberations), and determinations (a common
strategy is reached) [24].

Shared motivation consists of mutual trust (parties work together to build trust), mutual
understanding (differences of opinion were identified and respected), legitimacy (parties have
compatible interests), and commitment (parties are motivated to achieve outcomes together by
constantly participating in collaborative meetings) [24].

Joint action consists of procedural and institutional arrangements (rules and internal protocols
are established to ensure the efficiency of the collaboration process), leadership (leadership roles are
filled, i.e., mediator, sponsor, and technical expert), knowledge (joint and comprehensible knowledge
is produced), and resources (parties contribute with resources to effectively manage the collaborative
process) [24]. These concepts provide the basis for defining the rules for setting the calibration scores
(Table 2).

2. Method

2.1. Selection of Cases

Romania’s environmental policy has considerably changed in the past 30 years. Its environmental
problems are characteristic of former communist countries going through a transition process towards
a free market economy. The overuse of natural resources, high rates of urbanization, and chemical use
in agriculture have contributed to widespread environmental degradation [30–32]. After Romania’s
accession to the European Union (EU) in 2007, the environmental problems started to receive attention,
especially due to the country’s duty to harmonize its legislation with EU environmental legislation, as
well as due to the notable empowerment of NGOs, which increasingly engage in the protection of the
environment and civil society.

Although collaborative resource management is practiced in Romania [23,33,34], many barriers
undermine its success. Most of them refer to the planning process that involves a predominantly
top-down and overly technical model, without many opportunities for collaboration. The bureaucratic
system as well as planners’ unfamiliarity with collaborative processes also hinder such practices.
Moreover, traditions and power relationships shape collaborative initiatives in Romania.

Twenty-seven case studies of environmental conflicts in Romania (Table S1) were selected for close
analysis. We chose the case study approach as it allowed us to apply elements of Emerson et al.’s [24]
theoretical framework for collaborative governance and thus observe phenomena, supporting the
analysis of real-life situations [35,36]. We selected case studies where the parties were engaged in
collaborative efforts towards finding a solution to an environmental conflict. We only included cases
that were rather recent (only after 2007, with Case 9 being the oldest) as we were primarily concerned
with understanding today’s collaborative problem-solving efforts in Romania and cases for which
adequate information was available.
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The topics of the selected case studies include natural resource management conflicts,
human–wildlife conflicts, as well as conflicts between development and conservation. They are
typical of what appears in the scientific literature from across Europe as well as other parts of the world
when studying environmental conflicts (i.e., [9,19,37–39]).

Information was collected from published studies, projects reports, records of meetings, and notes.

2.2. Multi-Value Qualitative Comparative Analysis (mvQCA)

Qualitative comparative analysis was employed in order to assess causal relationships between a set
of conditions and an outcome [40,41]. Therefore, we transferred the three factors of Emerson et al.’s [24]
framework (principled engagement, shared motivation, and joint action) into “conditions” and used
mvQCA to explore the combinations of factors contributing to the effectiveness of collaboration, which
represents the “outcome” of interest in QCA terminology.

mvQCA is suitable to our study, compared to other variants of QCA, given the nature of our
calibrated conditions, which display multiple values for each causal condition. Additionally, our study
deals with rich information extracted from case study analysis involving nominal and ordinal data [23].
Other variants, specifically fuzzy-set QCA (fsQCA), require quantitative (continuous) data, while
crisp-set QCA (csQCA) is a simplified version of mvQCA, allowing only dichotomous conditions,
where a score of 1 accounts for a case having full membership within a given condition, and a score of
0 accounts for a case having full non-membership. In mvQCA, each case can have multiple-graded
memberships, and the data may therefore consist of discrete integers, starting from a score of 0 and
continuing with consecutive scores (i.e., 1, 2, 3, etc.) [42]. Generally, a low number of values for the
causal conditions is preferable in mvQCA, as the number of logical reminders (those configurations
that are logically possible but do not display any empirical cases) increases with the number of coding
scores assigned to each condition running into the problem of limited diversity [42].

The conditions and the outcomes are considered as sets, given that QCA is rooted in set theory,
where the relations between sets are expressed using Boolean logical operations, such as “AND”
(“*”, the intersection of sets) and “OR” (“+” the union of sets) [43]. Conditions (or configurations
of conditions) that are necessary are those that must be present for the outcome to occur, while
conditions that are sufficient are those that can guarantee the occurrence of the outcome when they are
present [41,42]. In addition to necessary and sufficient conditions, QCA also identifies INUS conditions,
which are insufficient but necessary parts of a condition, which is itself unnecessary but sufficient for
the result [44].

Constructing the input data matrix involves calibrating the data. Calibration refers to assigning
set membership scores to the raw data (see Section 2.3). Another important step in the QCA is
the construction of the truth table, which lists all the logically possible configurations (including
those without empirical instances), showing which cases cover which configurations [45]. With three
factors for the effectiveness of collaboration, each scored in three categories, there are 27 logically
possible configurations [42]. Each logically possible configuration is assessed as to whether or not
it is sufficient for the outcome, and 18 truth table rows remain as logical reminders in line with the
theoretical knowledge (Table S2). Nine truth table rows correspond to empirically observed case
studies. The minimization of the truth table using Boolean algebra aims at finding the simplest possible
expression associated with the outcome of interest [42]. This is an important step in detecting minimally
sufficient configurations of conditions and producing results, called “solutions” according to QCA
terminology. Three such solutions are produced: the conservative solution (which includes only the
configurations for which empirical evidence exists), the parsimonious solution (additionally including
the logical remainders), and the intermediate solution (which uses only those logical remainders that
are in line with established theoretical knowledge). We chose to report the intermediate solution as it is
superior in finding both causally relevant and sufficient conditions [42].

In QCA, the “goodness of fit” concerning the necessity and sufficiency of the set-theoretic relations
can be measured by consistency and coverage measures [41]. Consistency measures the degree to
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which the cases sharing a condition (or combination of conditions) agree in displaying the outcome
of interest. Therefore, a high consistency results in a strong set relationship. Coverage measures the
degree to which a condition (or combination of conditions) “accounts for instances of an outcome” [46].
The higher the coverage, the more relevant the condition (or combination of conditions).

For this analysis, we used the QCA package (v.3.4) [42] in R (v.3.4.0) and RStudio (v.1.0.143) [47].

2.3. Calibration of Cases

Membership scores were assigned to the three factors (principled engagement, shared motivation,
and joint action) and the outcome (effectiveness of collaboration) for each case based on the evaluation
of the selected 27 case studies of environmental conflicts. Discrete integers (i.e., 0, 1, and 2) were used
to categorize the three factors and the outcome in the three groups (Table 2).

Table 2. Rules for setting the calibration scores.

Factors Scores

2 1 0

Principled Engagement
(PE)

A membership of 2 is assigned
when parties engaged in joint
fact-finding activities and
analytical investigations try to
define common goals by having
a fair and civil dialogue during
deliberations. These lead to a
common strategy for
accomplishing the collective
purpose.

A membership of 1 is assigned
when, although parties are
engaged in joint fact-finding
activities and analytical
investigations, they cannot find
any common ground during
deliberations to produce a
common strategy for
accomplishing the collective
purpose.

A case is calibrated as 0 when
parties fail to engage in
effective collaboration to
produce a common strategy
for accomplishing the
collective purpose.

2 1 0

Shared Motivation
(SM)

A membership of 2 is assigned
when parties work together to
build trust, identify and respect
differences of opinion to achieve
compatible interests, and are
motivated to achieve outcomes
together by constantly
participating in collaborative
meetings.

A membership of 1 is assigned
when, although parties work
together to find out each other’s
opinions and are interested in
achieving outcomes together,
their trust is gradually
destabilized, leading to poor
outcomes.

A case is calibrated as 0 when
parties try to work together,
because it represents a formal
step in the planning process,
and are interested to achieve
personal gains.

2 1 0

Joint Action (JA)

A membership of 2 is assigned
when rules and internal
protocols are established to
ensure the efficiency of the
collaboration process, leadership
roles are filled, joint and
comprehensible knowledge is
produced, and parties contribute
with resources to effectively
manage the collaborative
process.

A membership of 1 is assigned
when rules, guiding protocols,
and resources exist for the
management of the
collaboration process. However,
the available knowledge is
difficult for some parties to
understand.

A case is calibrated as 0 when
the collaborative process lacks
guiding protocols as well as
joint and comprehensible
knowledge, even though
resources (i.e., financial,
administrative) exist.

Outcome Scores

2 1 0

Collaboration
Effectiveness

A case is calibrated as 2 when
the agreement resulting from
collaborative actions is fully
implemented and the conflict is
ended.

A membership score of 1 is
assigned when the agreement
resulting from collaborative
actions is fully implemented, but
there is a high risk of the conflict
erupting again in the future due
to political and administrative
reasons.

A case is calibrated as 0 when
the agreement resulting from
collaborative actions is partly
implemented and a fragile or
no agreement can be reached.

Emerson et al.’s [24] theory was used to specify directional expectations. The authors suggest that
the interactions of principled engagement, shared motivation, and joint action influence the quality
and extent of collaboration. Therefore, in the case studies, we considered that, where principled
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engagement, shared motivation, and joint action each have a membership of 2, collaboration is more
likely to be effective.

We understood collaboration as being effective when the outcome received a score of 2 or 1
(Table 2). Although a membership score of 1 indicates the potential for the conflict to erupt again in
the future, we regarded the collaboration as effective because it paved the way to an agreement by
enabling the parties to work together, leaving them open to future negotiation and collaboration in the
case of other potential conflicts.

3. Results

Necessary and Sufficient Factors Leading to Effective Collaboration

The necessity scores helped us to detect whether or not the necessary factors for effective
collaboration exist. No category of each factor alone was necessary for the effectiveness of collaboration
because of consistency scores that were too low. When we looked for combinations of factors, we
found three trilateral combinations as necessary, emerging with satisfactory consistency scores and
good coverage in terms of explaining the effectiveness of collaboration. The three combinations of
factors likely to lead to effective collaboration can be read as follows:

(i) PE{1}+SM{1}+JA{2} (consistency: 0.731; coverage: 0.792): PE{1} parties engaged in joint
fact-finding activities to explore the issues at hand without producing, in the end, a common strategy
for solving the conflict; OR SM{1} parties worked together to find out and understand each other’s
opinions in an atmosphere of poor trust; OR JA{2} institutional arrangements, joint knowledge, and
resources were added to help in the search for an agreement that would likely end the conflict.

(ii) PE{1}+SM{2}+JA{1} (consistency: 0.731; coverage: 0.792): PE{1} parties engaged in joint
fact-finding activities to explore the issues at hand without producing, in the end, a common strategy
for solving the conflict; OR SM{2} parties worked together to find out and understand each other
opinions—they were motivated to achieve outcomes together and trusted each other enough; OR JA{1}
institutional resources and resources to manage the collaborative process existed, but the available
knowledge could not lead to improved comprehension of the contested issues, although a solution to
end the conflict was likely to emerge.

(iii) PE{2}+SM{0}+JA{1} (consistency: 0.731; coverage: 0.760): PE{2} parties engaged in joint
fact-finding activities to explore the issues at hand and produced, in the end, a common strategy for
solving the conflict; OR SM{0} parties engaged in collaborative activities because this represented
a formal step in the planning process and were interested in securing personal gains; OR JA{1}
institutional resources and resources to manage the collaborative process existed, but the available
knowledge could not lead to improved comprehension of the contested issues, although a solution to
end the conflict was likely to emerge.

When testing for sufficiency, three solutions were produced: conservative, parsimonious, and
intermediate. We chose to interpret the intermediate solution, as it allowed us to filter out the
counterfactuals that were not in line with the theory of Emerson et al. [24], which we used to specify
directional expectations.

The intermediate solution reveals in which combinations the analyzed factors are sufficient for
effective collaboration. This solution formula has the highest consistency value (i.e., 1) and explains 14
out of the 27 cases (Table 3).

In the first two parts of the intermediate solution (SM{2}+JA{2}), parties’ shared motivation and
joint action were high in four cases. The collaboration process was considered useful, even if it was
impossible to satisfy some parties’ needs (to be specific, the granting of environmental permits for
nose-horned viper farms) (Case 3). Trust was founded on parties’ commitment to achieve a compromise.
Finding a solution to end the conflict was mandatory because the two highway sectors that had to
be linked by a viaduct had already been built (Case 10). The leadership role played by a mediator
was crucial in producing a final agreement (Case 18). Furthermore, the understanding of each other’s
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perspectives and the recognition and acceptance that errors had been made when delimitating a
sustainable development area in a natural park favored reaching an agreement (Case 20). In all four
cases, the final agreement was implemented and the conflicts ended: in Case 3, the nose-horned viper
farms were banned; in Case 10, the viaduct was built; in Case 18, changing the limits of the sustainable
development area to include a ski track was unanimously approved; in Case 20, the limits of the
sustainable development area of the natural park were modified to allow for the built-up extension to
be institutionalized through the general urban plan and the management plan of the natural park.

Table 3. Intermediate solution for effective collaboration.

Intermediate Solution

Solution SM{2}+JA{2}+SM{1}*JA{1} => collaboration effectiveness{1,2}
Consistency 1
Raw Coverage 0.538
Cases Covered 14

Parts of the Intermediate Solution

SM{2} JA{2} SM{1}*JA{1}
Consistency 1 1 1
Raw Coverage 0.038 0.038 0.385

Cases Covered 3 (Cases 3, 10, and 20) 3 (Cases 18, 10, and 20) 10 (Cases 2, 4, 6, 11, 17,
23, 1, 5, 7, and 12)

* X{Y} where X is a factor from the data set and Y is a set of scores of X; * AND, + OR, => solution is sufficient

The third part of the intermediate solution SM{1}*JA{1} has the widest representativeness of
case studies and is the most relevant for explaining the effectiveness of collaboration according to
the coverage scores. The factor shared motivation was realized by attending meetings organized
according to a standard agenda in order to keep the disputants from raising their voices (Cases 2
and 4), and participating in meetings where disputants were asked to explain their concerns and
plans (Case 23). In all the explained case studies, trust was scarce but parties were committed to
the collaboration process. For example, some parties did not trust others regarding the data they
presented on the number of bears or the extent of the damage they caused (Case 5) or the monitoring
results of bark beetle attacks, which were considered to have been overestimated (Case 7). In Case 11,
the trust between the participants at the collaborative meetings was very low. These participants
mostly represented environmental NGOs interested in stopping the construction of a section of the
highway, rather than finding solutions to support wildlife management. This made communication
with state road representatives difficult. Parties’ engagement in joint action proved useful in the
pursuit of an effective collaborative process. State and private actors/agencies pushed the process
and supported it with resources (technical and financial) in all cases, which explains this part of the
solution. This brought the relevant stakeholders to the table. In Cases 4 and 17, resources were secured
by the environmental impact assessment (EIA) procedure. In Case 6, funds came from the Sectoral
Operational Programme for Environment, funded by EU funds, in partnership with the Romanian
government. In the explained cases, scientific and technical knowledge was introduced at meetings
via expert presentations and educational programs (Cases 2, 4, and 11), but materials for building
knowledge were too technical and difficult to understand (Cases 7 and 12). Final agreements were
reached; however, many barriers to their implementation exist: i.e., the brown bear conservation
methods are not mandatory and only recommended (Case 1); unlicensed culling practices for beavers
continue (Case 2); the hunting of a specific number of bears was permitted in areas where they cause
the most damage, but the human–bear conflict has also not ended (Case 5); the request to remove
wind-damaged trees attacked by bark beetles was approved, although concerns exist that a larger
amount of wood will be exploited than that which was agreed upon (Case 7); the management
plan did not resolve certain issues, which could further provoke conflicts (Case 12); the decision to
stop the construction of small hydropower plants (SHPs) has not been institutionalized (Case 17);
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implementation of the measures to stabilize the tailing dumps against wind erosion is hampered by
financial, administrative, and real estate constraints (Case 23).

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The solution found as sufficient for the effectiveness of collaboration, i.e., the interplay between
different scores of shared motivation and joint action, or a high level of shared motivation or a high
level of joint action alone, explains 14 case studies in which collaboration was effective. The two factors
are interconnected, since shared motivation generates joint action which in turn strengthens it [24].
In none of the cases was the final agreement reached easily, while the effectiveness of the agreements
that were reached seemed to depend on how the interactions between the parties and their joint actions
were handled.

The 14 case studies explained by the solution are good examples of how collaborative dispute
resolution can be effective: an increased understanding of the underlying interests of all stakeholders
makes it highly likely for parties to reach agreements. The fact that these cases experienced effective
collaboration might be due to legal procedures (i.e., environmental impacts assessment) and financial
incentives (i.e., EU funds), as found in other studies [23,48].

Since Romania’s accession in 2007, EU environmental policies that favor collaboration between
parties, such as the Public Participation Directive, the Birds and Habitat Directives, and the
Environmental Assessment Directives regulating environmental impact assessments and strategic
environmental assessments were transposed into national legislation. In some of the explained case
studies, a joint EIA helped to raise awareness of everyone’s interests. For example, there was a highly
incomplete understanding of the impacts that an American mink farm (Case 4), a highway viaduct
(Case 10), a highway section (Case 11), and SHP projects (Case 17) might have and almost no sense of
how the affected actors were thinking about the contested issues.

It appears that EU funds can play an important role in facilitating effective collaboration in
Romania. They promote collaboration by encouraging parties to look for collaborators to solve critical
environmental issues [23], but also encourage parties to interact in the form of joint activities to reach a
consensus about a contested issue [49]. For example, in Case 10, the parties were motivated to reach an
agreement to prevent the European Commission from withdrawing the funds due to non-compliance
on environmental grounds.

In some of the explained discussed cases, a professional and neutral mediator (Cases 18 and 23)
or a dedicated independent leader (i.e., in Cases 1, 12, and 17) was critical in easing the dialogue
between participants, facilitating the discovery of mutual concerns [50,51]. However, the lack of any
neutral parties to manage negotiations in most of the above-mentioned case studies results from the
limited popularity of mediation practices in Romania. Parties are often reluctant because they fear that
the mediated agreement is not binding [52]. Although the role of a neutral party is institutionalized
through mediation law (Law 192 from 2006) in the country, very few environment-related disputes are
mediated [53], with many settled in court.

There was distrust between parties in most cases explained by the solution. However, legitimacy
and commitment to the collaborative process existed, which resulted in an agreement being reached.
This finding contrasts with the claim made by Emerson et al. [24], who state that trust and mutual
understanding generate legitimacy and commitment. Our results indicate that, when trust breaks
down, it seems that legitimacy and commitment can be used to reinforce collaborative dynamics.
It would be interesting to test this finding in future research by individually examining the elements of
shared motivation for a selection of case studies of environmental disputes.

Even where good practice concerning collaborative conflict resolution emerged, the agreement was
not always durable. For example, the lack of governmental agencies committed to the implementation
of a collaborative approach raises questions about the legitimacy of collaborative efforts. In Case 1,
the Ministry of the Environment did not make the collaboratively proposed methods for brown
bear conservation mandatory; it only recommended them. This jeopardized the implementation, as
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many hunters and farmers preferred not to implement them on the basis that they were voluntary.
Furthermore, environmental institutions lack the capacity to implement the agreements (i.e., Case 12).
The capacity of Romania’s environmental institutions is generally limited due to understaffing and
inexperience, combined with financial constraints, as well as a lack of maturity in resources protection,
which has resulted in corruption and subsequently hampered collaborative efforts [31,54].

In cases where at least one of the three factors had a score of “0”, it is highly unlikely that the parties
reached meaningful agreements. Such cases could not be explained by the solution as they were not in
line with the directional expectations we set, based on Emerson et al.’s [24] framework. Furthermore,
none of the categories of principled engagement emerged out of the sufficient configuration for
effective collaboration. This demonstrates that engagement activities and joint actions are still
uncommon in Romania. Other countries such as U.S., Australia, Denmark, or Finland have developed
good practices for collaborative activities where joint activities provide a comfortable forum for
joint problem-solving [9,55–57]. These could be good examples for Romania where the insufficient
collaboration tradition [33], planners’ and other government officials’ unfamiliarity with collaborative
processes, and the legal duty of all parties to engage in collaborative problem-solving, even if they are
not committed to doing so (and their lack of trust in the process), has often threatened to undermine
the overall effectiveness of the collaborative process. Furthermore, biased attitudes and skepticism
towards collaboration still shape collaborative initiatives in Romania [21,22,58].

We included in our study different types of environmental conflicts. We conclude that the factors
sufficient for effective collaboration seem to be the same in different resource management contexts.

Our analysis of Romania’s environmental conflict experiences describes both successful and
problematic aspects of collaborative approaches to environmental conflict resolution. The results
suggest means that are most likely to be effective in countries that are new to the idea of collaborative
conflict resolution. For example, in Case 18, the role of a neutral professional was crucial in encouraging
the parties to find a solution. In Case 12, joint knowledge was produced so that the participants could
develop a better understanding of the environmental as well as socioeconomic conditions needed to
create a management plan. Such learning, in general, supports more productive dialogue [59] and
increases the chances of effective collaboration [60].

Using mvQCA, in conjunction with the framework for collaborative governance adapted from
Emerson et al. [24], has proven useful because it reveals important combinations of factors that
explain why collaboration is likely to be effective. The method can be easily applied in other study
areas worldwide.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/11/24/7072/s1,
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